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Abstract

Speech intelligibility assessment plays an important role in the therapy of patients suffering from pathological speech disorders. Automatic and objective measures are desirable to assist therapists in their traditionally subjective and labor-intensive assessments. In this work, we investigate a novel approach for obtaining such a measure using the divergence in disentangled latent speech representations of a parallel utterance pair, obtained from a healthy reference and a pathological speaker. Experiments on an English database of Cerebral Palsy patients, using all available utterances per speaker, show high and significant correlation values ($R = -0.89$) with subjective intelligibility measures, while having only minimal deviation ($\pm 0.01$) across four different reference speaker pairs. We also demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method ($R = -0.89$ deviating $\pm 0.02$ over 1000 iterations) by considering a significantly smaller amount of utterances per speaker. Our results are among the first to show that disentangled speech representations can be used for automatic pathological speech intelligibility assessment, resulting in a reference speaker pair invariant method, applicable in scenarios with only few utterances available.

\textbf{Index Terms:} auto-encoder, speech disentanglement, DTW, pathological speech intelligibility

1. Introduction

Speech disorders can impact different components required in the human speech production process, including phonation, articulation, and respiration [1]. For example, dysarthria or dysphonia cause a patient’s speech to become impaired, resulting in reduced intelligibility [2]. This causes communication difficulties in everyday life of the patients who suffer from incorrect articulation and voicing. Therefore, speech therapists typically use intelligibility assessment in order to characterize the severity of symptoms and to provide follow-up solutions [3, 4].

As a result, perceptual evaluation performed in subjective listening tests is the most commonly used method for intelligibility assessment in clinical and therapeutic environments [5]. For an accurate assessment, human listeners are required to transcribe speech utterances, and intelligibility is evaluated based on the percentage of correctly understood words. However, this method is labor-intensive, expensive, and irreproducible. Also, this assessment is affected by the listener’s familiarity with the patient’s speech and linguistic context information in selected listening tests [6]. These drawbacks highlight the need for automatic and objective intelligibility measures to assist clinicians in their assessments [7].

Objective metrics for intelligibility are also desirable in the speech enhancement domain, where they often deal with noisy and clean reference signals, such as the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) measure [8] and a temporal extension ESTOI [9]. These measures require a reference signal to be present, which inspires a broad categorization [10] of automatic speech intelligibility measures into two categories: i) blind and ii) non-blind approaches, which can also be applied to the pathological setting. Here, the latter can utilize the fact that a reference signal is available, which enables exploiting information about intelligible speech from healthy speakers to obtain intelligibility measures. In contrast, blind approaches do not require reference signals and instead rely on automatically extracted features that are expected to correlate with intelligibility, which is followed by combining them via feature selection and regression training [11]. In the following paragraphs, we give examples for blind and non-blind approaches in the speech disorder domain, and propose our novel non-blind method.

Blind approaches include the work of Vaysse et al. [12] who aim at extracting parameters from the Envelope Modulation Spectrum that best account for the different levels of the speech signal’s rhythm structure, with subsequent feature selection and Support Vector Regression analysis to reveal the best parameter combination. Another example is the work of Falk et al. [13] who propose short- and long-term temporal dynamics measures and a composite measure, evaluated as correlates of subjective intelligibility. Moreover, methods that extract deep learning-based speaker embeddings like i-vectors or x-vectors have also been investigated for their usage in pathological intelligibility assessment [14, 15, 16], where i-vectors represent the total variability subspace of a speaker and x-vectors aim to represent discriminative features between speakers.

Non-blind approaches require healthy reference signals, for example to train an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system to replace human listeners in the traditional subjective assessment. Pathological speech intelligibility is then computed based on word recognition rate. Such a system was successfully implemented by Maier et al. [17] in an application run in hospitals to aid speech therapists in the assessment of patients. Another example of how healthy reference signals can be used is demonstrated by Janbakhshi et al. [18], called P-STOI and P-ESTOI. They adopted the already mentioned speech enhancement measures STOI and ESTOI in the pathological domain, based on creating an average healthy speaker reference and using time-alignment before computing their short-time objective intelligibility measure. The same authors proposed another approach [10] where they use spectral subspace analysis by linear decom-
position methods, i.e., Principal Component Analysis and Approximate Joint Diagonalization and computed the Grassman distance between a healthy and pathological representation as a content-independent objective intelligibility measure. Furthermore, Fritsch et al. [19] proposed an approach, which matches the respective posterior feature sequence of an utterance from a pathological speaker to a set of control speakers’ utterances. In this paper, we investigate a novel approach of non-blind pathological speech intelligibility assessment based on the divergence in disentangled latent speech representations of a parallel utterance pair, obtained from a healthy reference and pathological speaker. Disentangled representations have already shown promising results in the field of speech pathology detection [20]. Here, we adopt SpeechSplit [21] to obtain such representations, which enables disregarding other (highly personal) information and we demonstrate that this approach delivers comparable results for a wide selection of healthy reference speakers, demonstrating a large degree of reference speaker invariance. Our implementation is available online1.

2. SpeechSplit Architecture Overview

The authors of SpeechSplit hypothesize that speech information can be decomposed into four components: phonetic content $Z_c$, intonation/pitch $Z_f$, rhythm/timing $Z_r$, and lastly timbre, which is associated with the speaker identity. It was originally designed to achieve unsupervised (i.e., transcription-free) Voice Conversion (VC) using disentangled speech codes via a triple information bottleneck. The used architecture is an auto-encoder consisting of three encoders, extracting the above-mentioned three different latent codes and a decoder, reconstructing the original input mel-spectrogram based on these codes and a one-hot encoded speaker id, subject to a Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss function. The encoders receive different inputs, with the rhythm $E_r$ and the content $E_c$ encoders taking mel-spectrograms, and the frequency encoder $E_f$ taking the pitch contour as input. During training, the content and frequency encoder inputs are additionally subjected to a Random Resampling (RR) module, which intentionally disrupts the time domain. A mathematical proof is provided in the original paper on why this architecture design enforces speech disentanglement into the four components. An intuitive example for this is the RR module, which disrupts the time domain for $E_c$ and $E_f$, but not for $E_r$. Consequently, this makes $E_r$ the only encoder having access to the full time information and it will therefore focus on extracting a latent representation that encodes timing/rhythm information. Finally, the authors observed that SpeechSplit follows a “fill in the blank” mechanism, where the decoder fills blanks provided by the rhythm code with content and pitch information extracted by the relative encoders.

3. Pathological Intelligibility Assessment Based on Latent Speech Representation

From the three latent speech codes extracted by SpeechSplit, the content code $Z_c$ is the most promising for the task of pathological speech intelligibility assessment. Using this code is similar to the concept applied in the objective ASR approach when comparing a time-aligned pathological content code to a known reference. In contrast, timbre information is speaker-dependent, which means that it does not contribute to pathology assessment and should therefore be disregarded. To validate the importance of $Z_c$, we also investigate the other two extracted codes ($Z_f$ and $Z_r$) using the same methodology. The following subsections describe code extraction, time alignment, reference speaker selection, and intelligibility index calculation.

3.1. Latent Speech Code Extraction

Since the proposed method is based on utilizing extracted encoder representations, our model has to be trained differently compared to the original SpeechSplit architecture, which was optimized for it’s decoder output in the VC setting. This also manifests in the fact that model selection was originally exclusively done based on training loss, whereas we choose the final weights based on training and validation loss. SpeechSplit authors train their architecture with a small number of speakers.

1https://github.com/tobwei/disentIntel
and a relatively large amount of speech each. In contrast, and in order to achieve generalization properties of the encoders, we train with drastically more speakers and fewer speech data per speaker. Hyperparameters are the same as for the original architecture, except for padding parameters. Model input computations also follow the original SpeechSplit implementation, consisting of 80-dimensional mel-spectrograms with a frame length of 64 ms and 16 ms frame hop, as well as normalized and quantized pitch contours. Assuming a \( 80 \times T(x) \) dimensional mel-spectrogram, computed from an utterance \( u(x) \), with \( T(x) \) being the total number of frames and \( x \in \{ r, p \} \) corresponding to (a healthy) reference and pathological speaker, then \( Z(x) \) denotes a \( C \times T(x) \) dimensional content code. Here, \( C \) is a hyperparameter of \( E_c \), set to the original SpeechSplit bottleneck dimension of 16. Next, a pair of such extracted latent codes from two different speakers are subjected to time-alignment.

### 3.2. Time Alignment

Based on a parallel utterance pair \( U(r), U(p) \) from two different speakers, let \( Z^{(r)}(r), Z^{(p)}(p) \) denote the \( C \times T(r) \) and \( C \times T(p) \) dimensional resulting content code pair, where \( T(r) \neq T(p) \) in most cases because of individual speaking rates. Additionally, let \( z^{(r)}(t_r) \) and \( z^{(p)}(t_p) \) denote the content representation at time frame \( t_r \) and \( t_p \), respectively. These two codes are then time-aligned via the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [22, 23]. This technique results in a discrete match between existing elements of the two code sequences \( Z^{(r)}(r) \) and \( Z^{(p)}(p) \) by arranging them on a \( T^{(r)} \times T^{(p)} \) grid, where each point \((i,j)\) corresponds to an alignment between elements \( z^{(r)}(t_r) \) and \( z^{(p)}(t_p) \). Minimizing the – in this case Euclidean – distance \( \delta \) between these elements results in a mapping, which is denoted as warping path \( \omega = w_1, ..., w_k \). The problem of finding the warping path with the minimal distance measure can be expressed by \( DTW(Z^{(r)}, Z^{(p)}) = \min_{\omega} \sum_{k=1}^n \delta(w_k) \). As depicted by an example in Figure 1, this ensures that the warped content codes \( Z^{(p)}(\omega_{r,p}) \) and \( Z^{(r)}(\omega_{r,p}) \) are element-wise aligned in the time domain.

### 3.3. Reference Speaker

The proposed method is partially inspired by the already mentioned STOI and ESTOI measures introduced in the speech enhancement domain. Here, the authors require time-aligned clean and noisy signals in order to predict intelligibility, which has already been adopted in the field of pathological speech intelligibility assessment as P-STOI/P-ESTOI, delivering state-of-the-art performance. However, the latter methods require the creation of an utterance-based average reference signal, created by randomly selecting one reference speaker to whom all other healthy speaker signals of the same utterance are first time-aligned, before taking the frame-wise average to create the final reference speech representation of a specific utterance. In contrast to this, the proposed method tries to alleviate this drawback by design and thus being reference speaker pair selection invariant. It is designed in a way that all information besides the phonetic content, extracted in the latent representation \( Z_c \), is discarded before calculating the intelligibility index based on the difference of a reference and pathological signal. It should be noted that since speaker gender influences phonetic production [24, 25, 26] we use a gender-matched reference speaker pair to their pathological counterparts to achieve best performance.

### 3.4. Intelligibility Index

Starting point for the following calculations, also depicted by an example in Figure 1, are a pair of time aligned content codes \( Z^{(p)}(\omega_{r,p}), Z^{(r)}(\omega_{r,p}) \), extracted from a (healthy) reference and a pathological utterance.

\[
\Phi = (Z^{(p)}(\omega_{r,p}) - Z^{(r)}(\omega_{r,p}))^2
\]

The result \( \Phi \) of Equation (1) denotes a \( C \times T \) dimensional and utterance \( n \in N \) dependent representation of the squared differences (SD) in the corresponding aligned content codes. Considering a total of \( N \) utterances, we define the intelligibility index

\[
I = \frac{1}{CTN} \sum_{c=1}^{C} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \Phi_{c,t,n}
\]

of a (pathological) speaker as three dimensional average over a volume, consisting of \( N \) stacked and utterance \( n \) dependent difference matrices \( \Phi \), as seen in Equation (2).

### 4. Experimental Results

#### 4.1. Speech Corpora

##### 4.1.1. Training Corpora

SpeechSplit training was performed on a subset of the English Common Voice corpus [27]. Maintained by the Mozilla Corporation, this multilingual and publicly available voice dataset contains spoken text samples, contributed and evaluated by volunteers worldwide through the project’s website. However, only text transcriptions are provided in terms of references, which poses a problem since SpeechSplit requires speaker id’s for its training process. In order to circumvent this drawback, a subset of this corpus had to be created, following the process described by Klump et al. [28] in order to connect speech files to a specific speaker, maintaining anonymity. The official website states that the English CV corpora contains almost 80,000 speakers, connecting files as described yields 14,212 identifiable speakers, with selecting 6-21 files (sampling at 16kHz) per speaker to solve the partially huge imbalance in speech contributions of different donors, resulting in 30-60 seconds of speech per speaker. Additionally, from all available files per speaker, we randomly reserve one file for the validation loss calculation, where 50/14,212 files are randomly selected per epoch. In contrast, SpeechSplit authors originally trained their model with 82 speakers from the VCTK [29] corpus, used approximately 15 minutes of speech per speaker, and performed model selection solely based on training loss.

##### 4.1.2. Evaluation Corpora

Evaluation of the proposed method is performed on the USA-Speech corpus [30], comprised of 15 Cerebral Palsy patients (4 female, 11 male) and 13 healthy controls (4 female, 9 male). Each patient and control speaker read 765 isolated utterances, from which 760 are used for evaluation since 5 utterances were corrupted for some of the speakers. Subjective speech intelligibility scores of patients range from 2% to 95%. The pre-processing step depicted in Figure 1 required two steps for this corpora: first cutting 15% at the beginning and end of the total length of an utterance recording and second, performing a subsequent Voice Activity Detection (VAD). The first step was necessary because there is often (especially for control speaker recordings) an audible mouse-click sound near the very end of a
recording, which is picked up as a voiced segment by the VAD algorithm. Cutting in total 30% of recording length is unproblematic for this corpus since recordings contain a lot of silence at the start and end. However, skipping the cutting step would be problematic for our proposed method, which is based on detecting content differences between two signals, where one contains a mouse-click and the other does not.

4.2. Evaluation

As evaluation measures, Pearson correlation coefficient ($R$) and Spearman rank correlation coefficient ($R_s$) between the calculated intelligibility index $I$ and the subjective intelligibility scores, alongside their corresponding p-values (significance level), are computed. Additionally, a scatter plot is depicted to visualize this correlation, as well as a least-squares regression line. To calculate $\Phi$ and finally the intelligibility index $I$ for each speaker in the UA-Speech corpus, mel-spectrogram computation follows the original SpeechSplit implementation, from which the corresponding content codes $Z_c$ are then extracted by inferring with the best performing SpeechSplit model based on training and validation loss. In addition to all UA-Speech pathological speakers (15, “-pat”), the healthy controls except a gender-balanced pair selected as reference speakers ((15 + (13 − 2) = 26), “-all”) are also evaluated for their intelligibility index $I$, in which case both $U^{v(t)}$ and $U^{f(p)}$ contain healthy speech. In total 4 different reference speaker pairs were selected and evaluated against 15 pathological and 11 control speakers since there are only 4 female controls available.

4.3. Results

The least-squares regression line in Figure 2 is computed considering all speakers. However, it looks very similar when considering only pathological speakers. It can be observed that there is a visible separation between the pathological and healthy speakers, with the latter forming a cluster. A short investigation has been conducted to investigate the visible outlier in this scatter plot, with a possible explanation of some distinct background sounds in the recordings of this female patient, which could be picked up by the VAD algorithm as voiced segments and thus explain the resulting high squared differences and thus high intelligibility index $I$.

Results shown in Table 1 are the correlation values based on few i) $N = 20$ and maximally available ii) $N = 760$ utterances per speaker for the intelligibility index $I$ calculation. Presented correlation results in these two sections are mean and standard deviation values for 1000 iterations and four different reference speaker pair experiments respectively, with p-values being the worst performing ones obtained in terms of significance level. Scenario ii) shows that the proposed method achieves high and significant Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients, while also achieving reference speaker invariance. However, results also indicate that scenario i) can already yield good and significant results, by considering significantly fewer utterances. Overall, results shown in Table 1 indicate that it is beneficial to include healthy speakers.

Lastly, $Z_{-f}$ and $Z_c$ code results are also presented in Table 1, where the latter correlation value can be explained by the aforementioned “fill in the blank” mechanism, with the rhythm code providing blanks to be filled with content and frequency code.

5. Conclusions

We have investigated an automatic and non-blind (reference signal is available) approach towards objective pathological intelligibility assessment, based on the divergence in disentangled latent speech representations of a parallel utterance pair, obtained from a healthy reference and a pathological speaker. It was shown that the proposed method is reference speaker pair selection invariant and can deliver results with only few available utterances per speaker, which is appealing from a practical point of view. Possible future directions include training a model with multilingual data, enabling evaluation on more pathological speech databases.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) 20 utterances per speaker**</td>
<td>$Z_{-f}$</td>
<td>$-0.89$</td>
<td>$0.01$</td>
<td>$-0.86$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Z_{-pat}$</td>
<td>$-0.81$</td>
<td>$0.04$</td>
<td>$-0.76$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) 760 utterances per speaker**</td>
<td>$Z_{-f}$</td>
<td>$-0.27$</td>
<td>$0.18$</td>
<td>$-0.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Z_{-all}$</td>
<td>$-0.64$</td>
<td>$4.6e^{-4}$</td>
<td>$-0.56$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Z_{-pat}$</td>
<td>$-0.83$</td>
<td>$1.8e^{-4}$</td>
<td>$-0.80$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) provided deviations relate to 1000 iterations

**) provided deviations relate to different reference speaker pairs

Table 1: Correlation results, when considering pathological (15, “-pat”) and also including healthy speakers (26, “-all”). Bold entries indicate significant correlations, i.e., $p < 0.05$. 

Figure 2: Scatter plot including least squares-regression line for a specific reference speaker pair, considering all 26 speakers with $R = −0.91$, $p = 6.8e−11$ and $R_s = −0.89$, $p = 6e−10$. 
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